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A quarter of a centujry ago but little attention ms paid to individual
differences. The comiBg of the test and neasuronent age about I908 has
aade us amre of the vast differmioes among students dnd has chsoiged the
Dhole aspect of instruction. What before Das sensed by only a few new
stands revealed to all—-that among a given i5rotqp> of students there are
wide variations in ability, interests, and needs. From one standardized
test in 19Q8, we today have about six hundred standardised tests and
measuring instruments for many different educational purposes on all
levels, elementary, secondary, and college. During this period of grow¬
ing awareness of differences and Increased attenqpts to meet than, the
emphasis upon individualization and remediation has gradually moved up
from the elemoitary level throu^ high school to college.
This awareness of differences on'the college level results from the fact
that social changes have brovight to college large numbers of students with
widely divergent backgrounds and native abilities. Recent trends in
orientation of college freshmen indicate an Increased enphasls upon guidance,
dictated to a large eoctent by results of the testing programs which reveal
these wide variations among college students. One of the several deficien¬
cies foxind is that of English. Few students have developed their ability
to communicate efficiently, and many more are so poorly prepared that they
are seriously handicapped in their stud;^g activities. With increased
miroUmoitS, there is an increased awareness of the seriousness of this
problem. Plaoonent testing reveals each year a group of students who have
never learned to use effectively the fundamental phases of oral and written
ejqpression} they are students who are deficient in language and experience
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facets and idio can read^ vrlte, and speak, but not well enough to succeed
in college. Few colleges can reject all applicants vhe fail to meet
Snglish standards. In fact, it is socially wasteful to drop a student l^om
college until his capacities have been 'Uiereughly evaluated and he has been
given an oppertxmity to develop them under the most favorable circumstances.
Many such students can profit from the college curriculum as much as the
student liio does average work under normal clrotimstances. Knowing that they
must educate the many students whom they do accept, most colleges are pre¬
paring to accept the student as he has been prepared by elementary and high
school, and are planning in acoozdance an elastic program to fit individual
differences. This presents a serious problem: How can colleges provide for
so many students remediation to meet these differences and needs?
To meet these needs, colleges have set up remedial programs in the
various language arts, especially in the area of reading and grammar) and
much e^qperlmentation has been going on for a number of years. It has been
only within comparatively recent years, however, that colleges have recog¬
nized that one of the most iinpoz*tant needs for remediation is in the field
of freshman coitqposltlon.
It is the purpose of this study to determine current practices in the
teaching of remedial freshman ooiqposition. The four aspects of this purpose
are sub-divided into the following purposes:
I. To determine idiat administrative practices are prevalent in colleges
that have remedial programs, practices relative to
a. The place of remedial work in the curriculum as indicated by
t^es of programs organized
b. The objectives set forth
T
0. The selection of studoits for remodlal wsrk as indicated
(1) by nuniber or percentage of entering freshniai students
assigned to ranedi^ verk and (2) by laethod of selecting
these students
d. The period of attendoioe as indicated (1) by length of
class period, (2) by number of hours per week scheduled,
and (3) by length of time to be spent in remedial work
e* The credit given for the work
II« To determine liiat common problems are faced by teachers of
remedial freshman condosItion
III. To determine what successful teaching techniques are being used
IV. To determine what trends of teaching English are inherent in these'
practices
The first chapter of this study is introductory, setting forth the
problem, the limitations of the problem, definitions, procedure, and
materials. It also includes a review of related literature on tte svbject.
Chapter two gives the presentation, analysis, and interpretation of the
data of the investigation. The final chapter contains a summary of the
conclusions reached regarding current practices and of the inplicatlons
for teaching Inherent in the practices.
It is hoped that this study will be of significance in four ways:
1. To help colleges cope with the change in educational philos¬
ophy from that of college for a select few to that of
college for all high school graduates who can be encouraged
to attend college;
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2. To make available data regarding current e:iq)erimention
in order to illuminate the work of those engaged in
remediation in freshman composition;
3. To give direction md esioouragement to those interested
in initiating remedial programs;
U* To serve as a basis for future studies in the field.
The writer's deep interest in this problem stems from her own efforts
as a teacher of remedial freshman composition. However, she is greatly
indebted to Dr. N. f. Tillman, Chairman of the Department of English,
Atlanta Ihilverslty, in idiose class the possibilities of this study were
esqplored as a term project and whose interest in the subject, wide ex¬
perience in the teacMng of freshman English, helpful suggestions and
criticism gave in^etus and direction to this thesis effort. The writer
is also indebted to the sixty-five colleges and universities whose prompt¬
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CHAiT?ER I
INTRODUCTION
Pr«blgm«—-The prebleni in this study is to determine current practices
in the teaching of remedial J^eshman coiqpesitien*
Scope,—This study is concerned (1) nith an analysis of practices in
remediation for freshman students in composition, as reported in a represen¬
tative sampling of colleges, large and small, state and private, ehose
catalogues included remedial programs in their ciirricula or idiose teachers
reported in various workshops conducted by the Conference on College Conposi-
tion and Communication that they have had, now have, or plan to have re¬
medial programs for freshmen who Indicate deficiencies in English idilch
might handicap them for successful college work} and (2) with an interpre¬
tation of data for implications for teaching.
Definitions,—In this study the foUoVlng terms are used with the
meanings indicated!
1, "Remedial” refers to special classes or special work
designed for students idio do net meet standards of
English as represented by standard English tests or
by examinations provided for this purpose,
2, "Practices" refers to methods that are currently oper¬
ating in the organization and administration of the
remedial programs,
3, "Trends" refers to directions indicated in the practices.
1(, "Implications" refers to the conclusions drawn from the
data.
Materials.—The materials used in this study are of two types:
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1, Related literature, in which practices have been reported.
2. Sixby-five letters containing data on colleges in reply to
1
questiLons posed in a letter-questionnaire.
Procedure.—Literatiire pertinent to this study was reviewed. Seventy-
five colleges were selected to be surveyed. This was done after a study
was made of workshop reports of conferences on college coupes itien and
communication, published in College Conposition and Communication, the
official bulletin of the Conference on Ceilege Cen^sition and Communication.
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A letter was sent to each selected college and university. Data were
classified and charted according to the questions asked. Data were then
analyzed and interpreted for inplicatlons inherent in the practices.
Survey of related literature.—As far as the writer can ascertain, no
piece of research exactly like this one has been published. Since the mrk
of remedial freshman cenpesltlon is still in the esqperlmental stages, rela¬
tively few studies have been made. Three studies dealing with aspects of
the present problem are summarized below for the light that they may throw
on the liiole question.
In 1951 Earl L. Sasser, Professor of English, Tennessee A, and I,
University, made a study, "An Inquiry concerning Some Aspects of Freshman
English."^ He sent a questionnaire to I89 selected colleges and universities
throughout the nation. Baaed upon a sixty-five per cent retxim by early spring,
^he list of schools participating in this investigation is presented in
the Bibliography, pp.l;7-lt9.
^A copy of the letter is presented in the Appendix, pp^SlvS^.
^Earl L. Sasser, "Some Aspects of Freshman English," C.C.G., III,3
(Oct., 1952), 13-lU.
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1952, tabulations were made and a report was presented at the annual meeting
of the College Language Association* One of the aspects of freshman
English investigated was that of remedial cenqpesitien* The inquiry con¬
cerning tills aspect and the results are reported as follows i
Inquiry! Irihat provisions does the English department make for students
it finds not prepared to do the work of its freshman course?
Total replies (llU)
Hesults: A. Satisfactory grade in a non-credit course as a pre¬
requisite te registration in the regular freshman
English course: 26, or 22.3 per centj
B. Registratidn in a non-credit course in addition to
the regular freshman coursex 6, or 5.1t per centj
C. Additional class hour attendance (and work) in the
regular freshman coursex 28, or 2h»$ per centj
D. Various other provisions: 25, or 21,9 per centj
E* No special provisions made: 29> er 25*5 per centj
F, Clinic service available: 1:1, or 36 per centj
Attendance optional, 25 per centj attendance re¬
quired, 12 per centj attendance optional for some
but required of others, 2 per cent*
The Department of English of the City College of New York set as its
objective for the year 1951 the task of investigating practices among
teachers in their own department and those at other universities and colleges
around the country regarding the required courses in freshman English, in
order that they might formulate a set of principles and questions te guide
them in their consideration of changes in their system of teaching composition*
Of 92k colleges and luaiversities canvassed, 2itl, or 25*6 per cent,replied.
One ©f the aspects investigated was idiether remedial or clinical work is
provided for poor conposition students. Below is a summary of the findings:
Students who fall below a certain standard on entrance tests are given
special instruction. The fraction of students considered to be below
college standard varies considerably. Usually it consists at least of the
lower fifth of the students examined, sometime the lower fotirth, rarely as
much as the lower third. Various expedients are devised for handling these
substandard students. Clinics, or clinical classes, without credit, are
the most common pattern. Those institutions which d® not have such classes
have rather commonly commented upon their need for them,^
In order that the value of the non-credit sub-freshman course at De FailL
University's College of Commerce (Indiaiui) might be determined, questionnaires
asking for anonymous answers were sent to every College of Commerce student
who had been registered in the coursej Uii per cent wore returned. Most of
those idio replied showed agreement with the method of placement (an objective
test and a theme); favored at least three class meetings a week (some favored
four or five) with three to six hours on home assignments; and asked that
some credit be given for the course. Approximately 60 per cent said that
the remedial course aided them eithra* "materially” or "to some extent" in
their other English courses. About 60 per cent had the same attitude toward
other College of Commerce courses,^
^The City College of New York, Department of English, "Interim Report,"
19^2, pp, 1-8, (Mimeographed.)
^Norman Bruce Sigband, "Remedial Siglish on the College Level,"
J, Higher Ed., XXIII (May, 1952), 270-72,
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In addition to investigations, a tremendous amount of interest has
been manifested in various aspects of the freshman %glish progran in¬
cluding remedial coiiQ)ositlon» So great is this interest that in 1950
the Conference on College Composition atxi Communication, a sub-group of
the National Council of Teachers of English, was organized* Its objective
is to provide a systematic way of exchanging views and information quickly,
of developing a coordinated research program, and of providing for dis¬
cussion of problems relating specifically to the organization and adminis¬
tration of college composition* At the annxial conference, workshops are
formed according to the specific interests of the participating teachers*
The annual workshop reports, idiich appear in the official bulletin of the
Conference, College Composition and Communication, reveal practices that
are becoming more and more widespread and appraise programs at the current
stage of experimentation. Summaries of workshop reports of the *^onferenoe
on College Composition aid Communication that are pertinent to the problem
of this investigation are given below:
Workshop 3^ reported that of the 22 colleges and \mlversities reporting,
13 maintain some kind of sub-freshman program for ■rfiich 3 tive credit* The
remaining 9 schools give remedial or clinical workj again 3 give credit,
of 3ii schools represented in Workshop No, U, Section the majority
were offering remedial programs of one sort or another, A five-hour (three-
credit-hoxir) course was mentioned by several as an effective coapromise
^''National Entrance Tests and Mnimum Standards," The Report of Workshop
No, 3, C,C,C,, IV, 3 (Oct,, 1953), 79-81*
^"Organization and Administration of the Freshman Composition Course,"
The Report of Workshop No* It, Section B, C.C.C,, III, 1; (Dec,, 1952), U-lU*
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program, getting rid of the troubles posed by non-credit remedial courses.
Workshop No, lU^ concluded that the problem of remedial freshman Bkiglish
involved doing a selling Job to administrations in order to get funds for
this special kind of work so that extra instructors might be hired who not
only are trained for the Job but i^ose time will be devoted to the Job,
A discussion of the question regarding credit for clinical work re¬
sulted in three different points of view:
1, In^jrovement or clinical work should be graded, A criticism of this
method was that no element of penalty should be associated with the
ijqjrovement program. It was also felt that there is no adequate
basis on idiich in^irovement grades can be determined,
2, Improvement work should not be graded bpt should bo influential
in the determination of the regular communications course grade.
This appeared more acceptable to the members of the panel.
3, Improvement or clinical work should not be graded and no credit
should be given, ‘This seemed to be the moat advantageous to the
student.
The percentage of an entering freshman class assigned to remedial work
varied from 5 (l college) to ii5 (1 college) with five reporting a figure of
about 20 per cent and three reporting between 26 and 30 per cent. The
consensus of opinion seemed to be that in the future the need for more rather
than less remedial work can be anticipated,
2
Workshop No, 5 discussed motivation of students in sub-freshman courses;
^"Clinical Aids to Freshman Ehglish," Report of Workshop No, li|., 0,0,0,^
TV, 3 (Oct., 1953), 102-3.
2nsub-Freshman Coii5)osition—The Poorly Equipped Student," The Report of
Workshop No, 5, C,C,C,, IV, 3 (Oct., 1953), 63-5.
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course content; screening procedures used to determine what students
should he required to take sub-freshman English; teaching devices; teaching
procedures. The following is a list of the most ii^oirbant observations on
practices and opinions liiat were generally agreed upon by the members of
Workshop No.
1, The percentage of students in the sub-freshman work varied from
college to college from as low as five to as high as thirty-
three;
2, Classes should be held to not more than twenty students,al¬
though instruction of large groups is better than nothing at
all;
3, The value of workbook drills is doubted;
U. It is best to have a single instmctor handle a group rather
than several instructors in rotation;
5. Separating the sub-freshman group from the others and giving
them special instruction is the more common procedure;
6. The general practice is to charge students for the course,
although some colleges do not;
7. Writing correctness and effectiveness are the chief criteria
in judging whether or not students pass the course;
8. Considerations of mechanical sentence unity are of paramount
importance in sub-freshman English;
9. There are differences in procedure in giving or withholding
credit for the course; about three fourths of the colleges
represented prefer the latter procedure.
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The Workshop report was concluded with this statement^ "The overall
conclusion siiggested is that the sub-freshman stiident has been and will
remain a problem for us,"
The writing laboratory represents one of the annual considerations of
the workshops, for much experimentation in remediation is being done in
the clinic or laboratory. Two reports dealing with these techniques are
summarized below:
In 1951 Workshop No, 9^ stated that the aim of the writing
laboratory is "to inspire confidence, to remove the barriers
to written expression, to encourage the student to think con¬
cretely, to discover the reasons for his lack of skill and to
overcome them gradually with much individual help.,,.The writing
laboratory should be idiat the class often is not—natural,
realistic, and friendly,"
2
In 1952 Workshop No. 9 agreed that the writing laboratory is an ex¬
pensive technique in terms of working hours but not expensive from the point
of view that it helps get the students through instead of repeating and re¬
peating the course. It was also agreed that the laboratory is an excellent
means of staff training, since it "compels the teacher to get down to the
problem with a student rather than make wise-crack comments on his papers,"
The workshop concurred that the problem of morale in required laboratories
is often grave. A member suggested that "It is net enough for the teacher
to want the student to be in the laboratory; the teacher must want the student
l"The Organization and Use of a Writing Laboratory," The Report of
Workshop No. 9, 0.0,0.. II, U (Dec., 1951), 17-19.
^The Writing Laboratory," The Report of Workshop No, 9, 0,0,0,, III, U
(Dec,, 1952), 23-5.
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to want to be there."
Llteratiire ob the practices in the teaching of remedial coiqpositien
reveals that some colleges and tuilversitles are experimenting in an effort
to adjust their programs to the problems of the students ^em they accept.
As a result, there are a number of approaches to the problem of remediation.
Five programs which represent the range of diversity of approach are
summarized here.
The English Department of the Bessie Tift College for Women (Forsyth,
Georgia)^ realized that one of the greatest disadvantages to their non-credit
remedial course is the resentment which the student feels toward the course.
Not only does she feel penalized by having to take a course idiieh is just
as diffic^llt as the one taken for credit by her fellow-students, but she
faces, as m already bewildered freshman, the problem of someday making -up
the lost credit in order to graduate on schedule. Believing that this
problem of resentment is isportant enotigh to warrant action, the Department
enrolled remedial students in a regular freshman class and, in addition, in
a remedial course for three hooirs a week, in which emphasis was placed on
gransnar md on reading skills. The results were excellent. Instead of
resenting the ranedial English, the students f^t that they were receiving
a special favor from the English Department. Under this system only one
student received the mark of "F" in the freshman English course.
Washington Square College of Arts and Sciences, New York University,
reported}
^Ben W, Griffith, "Remedial English Without Student Resentment,"
Cel. Eng.. XV (May, li7U,
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• ••Our escperlenoe during several years of study shoved
that the project of suh-freshmaa English, hovever
rational and attractive its blueprint May appear, is
likely to be vrecked upon twin rocks of morale and
personnels We devised a plan which does not inpair
student or teacher morale>-a system dubbed by the
students "Booster Systems"^
Students are Invited to have conferences with a Booster teacher who will
discuss with them problems which the regular teacher may have alrea^
discussed with the Booster teacher or which the student may have brought
himself • At intervals two or three students having similar problems may
meet together in session^ The essence of the system is its informality
and personal character^ Booster sections are designed to give the student
the required personalized attention idiile he retains contact with the group
of classmates whose interests will stimulate him and whose siperior
achievement will provide a standard and a goal^ At the same time his
problem receives special individual diagnosis, and through the personal
contact of the conference the required work he must do is planned and
outlined, and the opportunity for drill is provided^
In 19U8 the University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois, revaiqped and
e3q>anded its noimal and remedial program in rhetoric and conposltion.
Underlying the remedial aspect was this philosopl^ e^^ressed in the
Illinois Bhglish Bulletint
A state university with an enrollment of 23,OCX) students has
of necessity to face the pzubl^ of t^at to do about those tAio
^ter with a i)®or background in English*..•They may be dismissed
from the university out of hand, ttiey may be tolerated, or they
may be helped. Our program is designed to help all but the
most indifferent.
^Frank H. McClosky, "Sub-freshman Composition—A New Solution,"
Cel, Eng,, II (March, 1953), 331-339,
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Students idhe fall to pass a proficiency examination given at entrance to
all freshmen are assigned to a non-credit course. Rhetoric 100, a high-
school level course (concentrating on the elimination of the most common
errors and on paragraphing). After one semester they may take the pro¬
ficiency examination again. They must pass it to qualify for Rhetoric 101
within three semesters. If they do not, they are dropped from the university,^
The University of Florida makes its provision for remedial students throt^^
the regular program, the Comprehensive Freshman iinglish Course, which is de¬
signed to help the student attain greater proficiency in the communication
arts—reading, writing, speaking, and listening. It requires five hours per
week for two semesters: one in listening, two in discussion, two in writing.
For the writing aspect, each student registered for English C-3 is assigned
a weekly two-hour laboratory period. All written material is filed in
steel cabinets, a cumiilatlve folder being used to contain each student's work
for purposes of coaq^arison as a measure of development. The only homo¬
geneous grouping done is that in the two writing laboratories meeting at the
same time. This is done dtirlng the first semester on the basis of the mechan¬
ics test and during the second semester on the basis of the final grade in
the first semester's work. Under this system the student is given Individual
2
Instruction,
At the University of Kansas the student is given V€u*ious tests during
iRobort H, Moore, "The University of Illinois Rhetoric Program,"
Illinois English Bulletin, xmi (Nov,, 191^8), 1-6,
^J, Hooper Wise, "The Conprehensive Freshman English Course—Reading,
Speaking, Writing—At the University of Florida," C.C.C,. IV, U (Dec,, 1953),
131-135.
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Orientation Week, including a reading test and a comprehensive test in
English to determine idiich of the freshman courses he is prepared for~
English la or English 1« English la and English 1 have one aim: "to help
the student to learn to organize his ideas clearly and to e^qjress them
correctly in the language actually used by educated Americans in the raid-
twentieth century." English la (for the poorly prepared student) and
English 1 use the same texts, cover tte same content, give three credits,
provide for frequent personal conferences, and prepare for English 2| but
English la meets 6 hours a week, 2 of them in a "laboratory session" :diere
additional writing, reading, and laboratory-manual exercises are done under
close supervision. In la sections the class is limited to 1^ students; 36
s^arate compositions totaling 13,000 words are written, carefully read and
criticized, and returned for correction and revision. The English 1 classes
are limited to 20 students; 23 themes from 150 to 1^00 words are required,
totaling 8,500 words, carefully corrected, revised, and checked again.
The philosophy vuaderlying the English la section for remedial students
is explained as this:
It is not fair to a person still having elementary troubles
with expression to place him 'with a group more advanced and
expect him to keep up. Yet we believe that the careful and
intensive training of English la brings him in one semester,
if he passes the course, to a level at idiich he can go on to
English 2 with good promise of success,^
Summary of the Survey of Related Literaturer-Frora the investigations
which revealed data regarding certain aspects of remedial freshman composition,
^"How the K, U. Student Learns English," Reprinted from the University
of Kansas Bulletin. VII, 2 (Feb,, 1953), 29-38.
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from the Workshep Reports of the opinions and practices of schools repre¬
sented at the conferences on college oon$>osltion and coinmunloation, and
from the varying practices of five colleges as reported by them, a few facta
or trends eppear to be significant:
1, The majority of colleges and universities studied provide some
form ©f sub-freshman program, althou^ the types may vary*
2* There are generally two points of view regarding the matter
of credit for remedial ■work:
a. Credit should be given for remedial work, in order
that the student may not feel penalized for the im¬
provement that he must make*
b* Credit should not be given. The non-credit course
appears to be the more common practice.
3* The percentage of an ^tering class assigned to remedial work
varies, being influenced by administrative factors within a
particular school.
li.* While the value of workbook drills is doubted, the study ef
sentence unity is of paramount importance.
5* The writing laboratory is one of the best methods for meeting
the individual needs of the student, for motivating him, and
for forcing him and the teacher to concentrate tqpon the
problem at hand*
6* A variety of approaches are being made to the problem of re¬
mediation in conposltion on the college level, approaches that
are influenced to a great extent by the administrative problems
lit
and the departmental aims of the particular college.
7* In the future there will be need for more rather than less
remedial work on the freshman college level.
CHAPTER II
presentation, analysis, and interpretation
OF DATA
Treatment of aata.~-«A letter-questionnaire was sent out to seventy-
five colleges and universities selected as a sampling of schools making
some i>rovislen for remediation in freshman college condosItion. Data
were received from sixty-five, or 9®*2 per cent, of the schools. These
data are presented in tabular form and e^ipressed in number frequency and
percentages, bihsrever so much diversity in practices makes any attenpt at
tabulation invalid, data are presented in paraphrase or quotation. A few
responses did not answer all questions] however, mapy gave much more in¬
formation than was requested, by an accompanying letter, bulletins, course
outlines, or syllabus.^ Consequently, in most instances it is easy to
ascertain not only the general nature of the program but details of procedure
and some meastire of evaluation of current practices.
1. Practices Prevalent in Colleges
A, Types of remedial programs.—Of the sixty-five colleges replying to
the letter-questionnaire, 72.7 per cent clearly indicated that they are
making provisions for those students idiom they consider in need of remedial
help. Table 1 shows the types of provisions being made:









1, Remedial course as pre¬
requisite to the regular
freshman English course 33 66
2, Special sectioning of
remedial students into a
five- instead of three-
hour course 5 1®
3. Clinic or laboratory ser¬
vice available for stu¬
dents enrolled in regular
classes 5 1®
U* Remedial course and regu¬
lar freshman English tak¬





7, Writing laboratory open
to students from lower
freshman to graduate lev¬
el 1 2
Totals 5© 1®®
It is igpparent from an analysis of Table 1 that remedial activities are
carried en to a large extent in remedial classes idilch serve as a prereq»
nisite to regular freshman English* This is indicated by the fact that 66
per cent of the schools use this type of program. The roaedlal course repre¬
sents a deliberate and planned program for r^edying deficiencies revealed
in placem«rt and diagnostic tests before placing the student in regular
courses. The othw 3U per cent show a diversity of practices idiich fall
into many types of programs, each of ihich is used to a very small extent.
However, all of these colleges with their six types of programs would appear
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to function ijith a common philosophy: to permit the student to remedy his
deficiencies while taking his regular freshman English, This, it would seem,
assumes that it is possible for students to overcome their deficiencies and
do acceptable freshman work at the same time through such programs as
special sectioning with five instead of three ho\irs work (as is true of 10
per cent of the schools), through dinic services (10 per cent), through
a two-hour regular course (8 per cent).
In interpreting this data, one must of course recognize the fact that
each school faces a unique situation and must adjust its program accordingly.
An administrative procedure idiich will work in a large school might be totally
inappropriate in a smaller school, and vice versa. Considerations of staff
and the diaracteristics of the students involved, as well as many other factors,
exert an influence upon the nature of the administrative program idiich is set
up.
Although differences of details of administration are not indicated in
the data of Table 1, yet all sixty-five schools fall within two very distinct
classes vAiich may be considered approaches to the remedial problem:
1, Placing the stMent in a special class where his individual
problems may be givm the attention necessary to preparing
him for college level work, and
2, Enabling the student to work with his problems and to carry
on his regular coiqQosltion work at the same time.
It is not possible at this time to determine which of the two broad
classifications of approaches r^resents the current trend or the more
advanced practice. It would appear that the latter is the more e:q)eriraental,
since most of the teachers in their letters expressed the belief that the
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majority of students in need of help reveal problems so fundamental as te
handicap them for the quality of wcark required in standard freshman English
classes prior to remediation.
B. Objectives»—The enormously varying abilities of freshman students
pose a problem that is universally recognized. It is the remedial teacher's
problem to set up objectives to meet these varying abilities so as to enable
these students to perform college aork successfully. Many and various
objectives that were given in the replies indicate the lack of agreement on
the part of those idxo are actively interested in freshman Ehglish as to
definite outcomes to be achieved during the remedial instruction period.
Answers do not lend thraaselves to tabular classifieationj however, typical
responses are given in the eight objectives listed below. These eight
objectives all support a definite trend in communication toward functional
ends.
1. To meet the specific problems of actual students;
2. To develop the ability to write a sentence about something
one knows;
3. To develop such skills as sentence structiire, punctuation,
spelling;
U* To get students to express ideas with clarity and a fair
degree of correctness;
5* To keep them out of the way of the better students; and
to discover one occasional student who can properly be
trained once his special handicap is removed;
6. To help the student develop mastery of skills so that he
won't hold back the class or become discouraged ^en he
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can take regular freshman Staglishj
7. To help him to think logically and to write clearly
and accurately}
8. To correlate the work in the remedial class with
materials covered in the regular class*
C, Selection of students for remedial work*—Two questions were posed
in the letter regarding the selection of students: (1) Of your entering
freshmen how many were selected for remedial work? and (2) How were these
students selected?
Fifty-five colleges and universities answered the first question. Table
2 shows the frequency distribution of entering freshmen channeled into
remedial work, by percaitage of class, by number of schools, and by per¬
centage of total schools:
TABLE 2
FHEQUMCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE PERCENTAGES OF FRESHMEN TAKING
REMEDIAL ENGLISH BY PER CENT OF CLASS, BY
NUMBER OF SCHOOI£, AND BY PER CENT OF
TOTAL SCHOOLS










31 - U© 6 11
la - 50 3 6
51-6© 0
61 - 70 ®
71-8®
81-9® 1 2
91 -100 1 2
Totals 55 10®
2@
Table 2 shows that a larger percentage of schools fall within a group
having no remedial program than In any other interval indicated. Twenty-
seven per cent of the fifty-five schools provide no separate class or
clinic for remedial groiq)S. These schools offered, with one exception,
interesting observations regarding their programs. Below are t^^es of
programs described:
Tutoring, for which the student on any level must pay
Ability sectioning of highly selected students
Small classes of hi^ly selected students
Remedial work for students above freshman level only^
because of a preference for putting available teaching
energy at the top
Three schools reported having abandoned remedial programs rather re¬
cently as unsuccessful or because of budgetary problems. A few Indicated
future plans for including remedial work, ©ne^ indicating a proposed plan
for next year of a five-hour remedial-regular freshman ISnglish course to
be offered with three hours credit. Below are a few quotations from replies
received from those 'vdio do not have remedial programs.
Students idio cannot pass the regular freshman course
have to repeat it, 2
Some years ago we had sub-freshman sections in %gllsh.
We discontinued them partly because of dissatisfaction with
the results as collared with the effort, partly because of
^Questionnaire data, English Department, Michigan State Normal^,
Ypsilante, Michigan.
9
Questionnaire data, English Department, Fenn College, Cleveland, Ohio,
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lack of teaching personnel and cotopllcations in scheduling.^
We admit only these in the upper third of secondary
school classes. Consequently, we have fewer students idio
have had difficulty with high school English than those
of our sister institutions who for some reason or other
must admit all students idao have graduated from high schools
in the state....Our hegiiming classes are strictly held
to a limit of 22, and because of the small section size,
we insist that all our instructors schedule bi-weekly
fifteen-minute conferences with all their students. The
purpose of these conferences is to deal with the in¬
dividual problems of the student, in contrast to those
idiich are common to the group. Since no instructor teaches
more than two sections of con^sition, the conferences
do not impose an onerous burden. This seems to take care
of our remedial problem, such as it is, fairly well ex¬
cept for a few almost hopeless cases. Hany of these drop
out before the end of the first semester, and for those
who do not, we have a list of tutoi*s to whom ■Uiey may to
for extra work. They have to pay for this, of course.^
Our present practice—^not the theory of all the
teachers in the department even~is most obscurantist
by present day educationist standards. We put the best
freshmen together in one class, and "give the works"
in the matter of writing. We determine the poor ones
by various standard and identical (home-made) objective
tests; thus the instructor knows who the "weak sisters"
in his classes are, and he is told to watch th^. No
department head wants the floundering student as a major;
the army will get the weak one regardless of what we do.
A freshman course designed for average students should
not be too difficult for a person who wants to achieve
a college degree.^
The majority of schools studied, 73 per cent, provide special remedial
^Questionnaire data, English Department, College of Arts and Sciences,
University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio,
2ijetter from Dr, Albert H, Marckwardt (Chairman of Freshman English,
University of Michigan, March 17, 1953)*
^Questionnaire data, English Department, St, Mary’s University, San
Antonia, Texas.
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Instruction to differing numbers and percentages of their freshman en¬
rollments, As is shown in Table 2 the largest of the percentage groxisB
represent schools enrolling from 11 to 20 per cent of the freshiaan class
for remedial instruction. There are 20 per cent of such schools. The next
largest per cent represents schools that fall in the interval Immediately
preceding and succeeding the 11 to 26 per cent interval. From 1 to 16 per
cent of the total institutions and from 21 to 3® per cent of the total
enrollment are found in remedial classes of 16 per cent of the total schools.
These three groups represent schools that include from 1 to 30 per cent of
their freshman class in remedial groups and constitute 53 per cent of the
schools studied. The next highest interval, from 31 to UO per cent of the
emrollment, characterizes 11 per cent of all the schools studied. Only
five schools have more than UO per cent of their enrollment assigned to
remedial work.
In considering the distribution of percentages of freshman classes
taking remedial English, it is interesting to note that the size of the
college is not the significant factor which underlies the wide variations
in percentages of freshman students receiving rmsedial instruction. This
fact is evident from an anal^rsis of Table 3, ^ioh gives a distribution of
the largest of the percentage groups shown in Table 2 by size of freshman
enrollment, by number, and by percentage taking remedial English,
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THE ENROLLMENTS OF FRESHMAN CLASSES OF THE ELEVEN
SCHOOLS SELECTING FROM ELEVEN TO TWENTY
FER CENT FOR REMEDIATION















An analysis of Table 3 reveals an absence of consistency of distribution.
The largest p^eentage of remedial students (20) is found in two schools
having very small earoUmentst 129 and 200 freshmen. The next largest
remedial group representing 1? per cent of the freshmen enrolled is to be
found in the school having the largest enrollment of freshmen, Uf500. The
data in this table make very clear the fact that factors other than the
size of the institution are significant in determining the per cent of
students to be assigned to rmnedlal work.
In answer to the second question—-How were these students selected?—
thirty schools, or 6@ per cent of the total schools studied, indicate that
they select students for this work on the basis of the achievement rating on
standardized tests| the other U© per cent use the in^ronqptu theme along with
the standardized test or with a test prepared by the school. Twelve per
cait of all colleges accept referrals from other teachers also. To a large
extent then placement is made on the basis of scores on staadardized tests.
2k
D, Period of attendance: frequency and dxiratlon,—Two questions
regarding class attendance were asked: (1^ How many hours a week must
students attend class? and (2} How long are they required to remain in the
remedial class? Among the fifty colleges reporting programs, there is
wider diversity in the hour requirement than in the length of time a student
must remain in the remedial class. Table U shows the various hour require¬
ments t
TABLE U
THE NUMBER OF HOURS PER WEEK STUDENTS MUST














An analysis of Table U reveals that the nimber of class periods devoted
to remedial work ranges all the way from one to six with the median practice
being three sessions per week. Three reported axi indefinite number with
the number being adjusted according to the Individual needs of the students.
Particularly is this true where clinical work is being offered along with
the regular freshman English. The practice of three class periods a week
prevails to a large extent. This is to be e3q)ected in the light of the
large number of schools offering remedial classes since the general class-
hour requirement for the remedial class is that of three hours. On the other
hand, the two-hour requirement is in accord with the requirements of the
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remedial class (two hours) and the regular freshman English course (three
hours) taken concurrently, and the five-hours is in accord with the special
sectioning of a remedial-regular freshman con^osltion class meeting five
periods for three hours credit*
Several practices are operating in relation to the dxu*ation of the period
of remedial instruction. Nine, or 8 per cent, of the schools reporting have
set vip the requirements for conducting the course for a period of one
semesterj three, or 6 per cait, for a period of two semesters. In the other
colleges, students are retained in the course until they either have passed
a standardised test (10 per cent require this) or have achieved minimum
proficiency (66 per cent require this). The practice then of requiring
students to achieve minimum proficiency before leaving remedial class or
clinic prevails to the largest extent,
£, Credit for remedial work,—The matter of credit for remedial work is
of much Interest to teachers who are aware of the motivation to effort that
grades may supply. This factor was therefore studied to determine pre¬
vailing practices. It is a significant fact that most schools with re¬
mediation as a part of their program are giving credit, though the amouht
of credit varies.
Twenty-nine colleges, or 58 per cent, offer credit for remedial work,
the amount depending upon the type of program. J'or example, the usual amount
of credit for a three-hour remedial course is three credit pointsj however,
four of the colleges do not count the credit toward graduation requirements
in English, Twenty-one, or hZ per cent, give no credit for remedial work.
This group includes those schools offering remedial and regular freshman
English at the same time. These students, though receiving credit for the
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regular work if they pass, receive no credit for the remedial work. The
practice of giving credit for remedial work prevails to a large extent
among colleges,
II, Cemmon Problems Faced by Remedial Teachers
Althou^ the colleges in discussing their problems often describe them
in different terms, one need not read far to uncover an Tonderlying pattern—
that of inadequate backgro\ind of students in the mechanics of expression,
in logical thinking, and in organization of thoughts, on the one handj and
that of administrative problems resiilting in large classes, on the other.
These were given as the major problems. However, a few significant exewrpts
suggest interesting sidelights to a most difficult aspect of remedial teaching:
Motivating the student to make him want to improve.
Also trying to overcome nearly twenty years of bad habits,^
VThat to do with those whose weakness is general not
specific—>idie sinply aren't good students,^
Lack of carryover from remedial drill to general
performance,3
Too maaj students with no interest whatever enter
college,^
Low level of intelligence of students and their
sevexeblock against academic life in general,^
^Questionnaire data, English D^artment, Arizona State College, Flagstaff,
Arizona,
^Questionnaire data, English Department, Carlton College, Northfield,
Minnesota,
3Questionnaire data, English Department, Cornell College, Mount Vernon,
Iowa,
^^estionnaire data, English D^artment, Fordham University, New York,
New York,
Souestionnaire data, English Department, Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio,
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Students ^ose pTOblems are psychological and
sociological,^
I think most of our problems come not from in¬
sufficient grammar backgrounds of our students,but
rather from the breathtaking illiteracy ©f not many
but most of our stvidents. Many of them not only do
not but cannot read,2
In many cases it is not lack of knowledge but
failure to apply what they know. The problem is to
motivate them to want to apply idiat they know, 3
Ifftiile these quotations represent individual opinions, most of them,
perhaps, are embodied in the general problems reported by most of the schools:
that of inadequate backgroimds in the areas of skills, logical thinking, and
organization of ideas.
An interpretation of problems stated in the responses of various schools
indicates a shift in the concept of language arts from that of definitions
and Isolated skills to that of adequate or effective communication of ideas
in vaorious social relationships. This trend accounts for the fact that a
problem is recognized as a problem to the degree that it affects unwholesomely
the student's ability to give or receive ideas. It is this trend toward the
functional that has made so inportant the whole experience or thou^t back¬
ground of students as the root of the problem that remediation must solve.
Such strong terms used in some of the responses as "breathtaking illiteracy,"
"non-readers," "futility of any program for inpoverished students" are all
^Questionnaire data, English Department, Western Reserve University,
Cleveland, Ohio,
^The City College of New York, Depaidanent of English, "Interim Report,"
1952, pp, 1-8, (Mimeographed,)
^Questionnaire data, English Department, Michigan State College, East
Lansing, Michigan,
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by-products of this trend toward clarity, precision, and effectiveness as
the raeasxire of a teacher's success in preventii^ or correcting problems of
communication*
III. Effective Techniques Being ^39^
Of the fifty colleges offerii^ remedial work, thirty-six, or 72 per cent,
listed techniques which 'Uiey consider effective. Table 5 shows those that
are most frequently mentioned.
TABLE 5






Frequent writing of short
lnq)roiiQ>tu themes 16 UU.7
Revision of returned
themes 16 iO;.?
Individual conferences 16 Uli.7





Three techniques, as shown in Table are being used to the same extent
and to a greater extent than ai^ other. There was an overlapping here, many
of the schools reporting the same tw> or three techniques. For exaiqple,
most colleges which list the frequent writing of short, iiq>roiiptu themes
also report constant revision of the themes as iaqportant to the student's
success. However, the effectiveness of these devices depends upon the
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teacher’s careful, considerate, eonstructive criticism of the student’s
writing effort returned promptly and followed by much attention to his in¬
dividual problems in private conferences. Students are urged to write, confer
with the teacher, revise, proofread.
The conference is perhaps one of the most fruitful techniques discussed
for getting to know the student ais an individual, for making him aware of
evaluation, and for motivating him to make use of it (evaluation) in future
work. One teacher pointed out that conferences are necessary to make the
work a personal responsibility for each student,^ Another stated that small
classes and frequent conferences have proved most effective.^
Drills on the mechanics—sentence structure, puncuation, grammar, spelling-
are considered by 28 per cent to be an important device for attacking remedial
problems. ‘^116 materials used are diagnostic tests, various kinds of work¬
books, and teacher-prepared exercises. One teacher concluded her comments
about the drill technique by observing, "When all is said and done, is there
any substitute for good old-fashioned drill? I think not,"^ This is not
the prevailing opinion, however.
Table 5 also reveals that fourteen per cent of the colleges find class
discussion of errors effective, -^-his technique substitutes the student’s
paragraphs with the actual errors made in th«tt by students for the workbook
^Letter from Sister Mary Edwardine, R.S.M, (English Department, Mercy
College, Detroit, Michigan, March 21, 1953)*
^Questionnaire data, English Department, Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio.
^Letter from Sister M, Justine (English Department, Ursuline College
for Women, Cleveland, Ohio, March 19, 1953)*
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exercises. One teacher who finds this a useful device noted that there is
no textbook for this kind of teaching and listed the students* own writing
as basic material for the course*^
The writing laboratory or clinic techniques are, it seems, becoming
popular means of helping the student with his problems, ^’ourteen per cent
of the schools listed them. The guiding principle here is that expression,
written or oral, is not subject matter to be taught, learned, and recited,
but a series of activities to be supervised. In the laboratory, practice
can be applied immediately to the point of error and supervision can be
given as the need arises.
Among the many other techniques offered are the following, presented as
excerpts, which not only reveal a diversity of practices but idiich sppear to
reach various aspects of the remedial problem:
All measures which awaken or increase the student's
sense of responsibility for the quality of work he does.
Without the realization that if he Improves he must im¬
prove himself, nothing can be acconpllshed.^
Adaptation of pace to the capacity of the individ¬
ual class.3
Techniques are the difficult part, of course.
Basically, our procedure is to have the students write
the first two or three days so that we have a sample
for diagnosis. Having the sasple, we attempt to
determine what the most serious problems are, in terms
3^estionnaire data, English Department, Bowling Green State University,
Bowling Green, Ohio.
^Questionnaire data, English Departmoat, Cornell College, Mount Vernon,
Iowa.
^Questionnaire data, English Department, Duke University, Durham,
North Carolina.
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of how the work is graded in the regular course. Having
gone this far, we experiment freely,...
I have the students in the beginning to give all of
their thou^t to writing, and then to revise and proof¬
read. I find that many work so hard atteuqpting to make
each sentence perfect as it is written that they lose
their idea of the idiole composition. I feel that well-
edited fluency is the desirable goal.^
Patient, personal guidance. If aiqr such program
is to be successful, the student must have confidence
in the teacher and must have confidence that he can
inprove,2
We give little formal grammar, only enough to
make it possible to talk conprehenslbly of punctuation
conventions. Students write most of their papers in
class, but revise them outside of class. Every
student writes from 500 to 1000 words a week and reads
about 15000 words a week.3
It is difficult to s^ Mti&t techniques prove most
effective, ^^o much depends upon the particular prob¬
lems (which are often psychological and sociological
rather than the result of poor training in English).
The best service the remedial teacher can render is
to analyze clearly for the student just idiat his
problems are, end to spend plenty of time giving him
individual attention in solving these proleleras.^
The instructor early in the semester goes over
wl'Ui each student the things that have been a factor
in placing him in ■‘‘nglish 0 (sub-freshman English),
iLetter from Professor Ross M. Jewell (Department of English and Speech,
Iowa State Teachers College, Cedar Falls, Iowa, March 20, 1953)*
^Questionnaire data, English Department, Roosevelt College, Chicago,
Illinois,
^Questionnaire data, English Department, University of California,
Los Angeles, California.
^Letter from Professor John V, Hagopian (English Department, Western
Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, March 20, 1953)*
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He then realizes more clearly than ever before the inade¬
quacy of his writing and falls more readily into the sub-
freshman program, classes are small and conducted
informally, and the students feel free and tinembarrassed
to ask questions.^
Three teachers were not so optimistic as these vho have just been quoted
or referred to by tabulation. Their replies to the question regarding
effective techniques were as follows:
For 90 per cent of them no technique is effective,
(This came from the largest \miversity studied—a
state university with a freshman enrollment of i|.,500,
of idiom 750 were in remedial classes,}^
I am not optimistic enough to be able to answer
this,3
At present, be it confessed, we are still groping
for an accepted technique and ^consequently, each in¬
structor is likely to handle his problems in a personal
way without reiourse to a departmental plan. It is
needless to add that our failure rate for these stu¬
dents is remarkably hlgh,h
IV. Trends Inherent in the Practices
Practices revealed in the data that have been tabulated and discussed
above are not without direction. Althou^ schools represented are
characterized by differences in size, type, and administrative organization,
their responses indicate that their practices are in harmony with a few
^Questionnaire data, English Department, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin,
^Questionnaire, data, Shglish Department, Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio,
3Questionnalre data, English Department, Temple University,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
^Questionnaire data, English Department, Glemson College, Glemson,
South Garolina,
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basic points of view idiich we may call trends. These trends are being
given in the ofder idiich parallels the presentation of the data above.
Types of provisions being made,—The trend is definitely toward some
provision for the remediation of deficiencies of freshman students in
linglish. This provision may take the direction of either one of two
prevailing practices: special remedial classes or ramedial work and
regular freshman English taken concurrently.
Objectives set forth.—^Although different schools expressed their ob¬
jectives in different words and in different numbers, an inteiprstation of
the eight typical objectives stated by most of the schools, if not by all,
indicates the following trends:
1. Instruction should be channeled toward functional rather than
stilted, formal standards}
2. The immediate needs of the student should take precedence
over standards that represent absolute levels of refined
con^sitien;
3. The student should be given the security of writing about
what is known to him}
li. The mechanics of writing should be taught in relationship
to the student's con^josition.
Selection of students for remediation,—In the selection of students for
remedial work, there is a definite trend toward the recognition of the im¬
portance of accepted standards as a basis of objectively determining students
\Aiq need specialized instruction. The achievement test seems to be the most
widely used objective means for this purpose, although some schools use such
subjective performances as theme writing as a cospleraentary evaluative device.
3U
Period of remedial Instruction^—-An interpretation of data indicates
that the trend in detemining the period of remediation is toward an un¬
defined and flexible program fr<»a the point of view of the time involved.
This trend is consistent with the recognition of the existence of individTial
differences in needs and rate of growth and with the ii^rtance of re¬
leasing pupils fzM>m a program as soon as they have mattired beyond its need.
Credit for remedial work,—Even though there are a few schools that do
not give credit for remedial Mork, the prevailing practices indicate that
the trend is toward giving students credit for remedial work.
Effective techniques being used,—It is interesting to note that all
schools recognize the inadequacy of any one technique in remedial instruction.
The trend is therefore toward a combination of two or more techniques vhxoh
reinforce or corqplement each other in the remediation of students, A. related
trend in technique is the individualized approach to remediation, Ihis trend
supports the principle that instruction should be closely related to specific
needs and necessitates a personal relationship between student and instructor.
The prevailing practices of individual themes being the basis of choice ©f






Summary.—This study of current practices in the teaching of remedial
conqpositlon was based upon a survey of colleges, most of whom were known
or thought to be engaged in some form of remedial work. They were selected
as a sajt^sling of colleges, large and small, state and private, idiose
catalogues included remedial programs in their curricula or whose teachers
reported in various workshops conducted by the Conference on College Con^sosi-
tion and Communication that they have had, now have, or plan to have remedial
programs for freshmen i*io indicate deficiencies >4iich might handicap them
for successful college work.
Seventy-five colleges were surveyed by letter in 'sdiich an inquiry was
made regarding current practices In the teaching of remedial oon^osltlon.
Important aspects of the problem sub-divided into the following four piir-
poses* (1) to determine 'idiat practices are prevalent in colleges and
universities relative to the administration of the remedial program, (2)
to determine idiat coiranon problems are faced by teachers of remedial freshman
composition, (3) to determine what teaching techniques are being enployed,
and ik) to determine what trends are inherent in current practices. Sixty-
five institutions, or 90 per cent, replied to the inquiry; and although some
responses were not made to every question posed, often the amount of material
received was extensive, including bulletins,« course outlines, and syllabi.
As a result, enough data have been received to provide a picture of idiat
colleges and universities are doing in -Uielr attempt to help freshmen achieve
a college level proficiency in the use of language skills which will enable
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them to communicate their ideas clearly, logically, acceptably.
Practices, of course, vary, borne colleges have worked out their
programs in detailj others indicate clearly that they are experimenting and
groping for a way. A very few have become discouraged and have given upj
others have been forced because of budgetary problems to abaidon programs
that were still in experimental stages. A few are able to follow a policy
of high selectivity in the matter of admitting students and, thereby,
eliminate the necessity for remediation.
Of the sixty-five colleges replying to the letter, fifteen^ or 27 per
cent, have no remedial programs. Most of them, however, express an aware¬
ness of the need for some type of service for inadequately prepared students; .
a few are in the process of initiating a program. Fifty, or 72.7 per cent,
clearly indicate that they are making provisions for those students »diom
they consider below standard and, therefore, handicapped for college work.
The survey of their practices revealed a number of interesting facts,
idiich are summarized below:
1. The remedial dass is observed to a large extent as the practice
for handling those students who are deficient in basic communication skills.
Sixty-six per cent of the colleges Tise the remedial class as a prerequisite
to regular freshman Fn^ish. The philosophy here seems to be that students
caimot engage successfully in the activities of the regular course until their
deficiencies have been removed.
On the other hand, there appears to be a growing practice of offering
remediation for the student irtdle he is taking regular freshman %glish.
This is done (l) by special sectioning of the regular English classes and
requiring the student to attend five ho\u*s a week instead of the usual three,
(2) by permitting him to attend concurrently a remedial class and a regular
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freshman English class, and (3) by providing clinic or laboratory service
for the studnat iriie needs the extra help in order to pass his freshman
courses* Thirty-four p«c cent of the schools fellow this practice. The
philosophy here seems to be that tiieugh a student is deficient in mechanics
of expression, his deficiencies may be eliminated while he engages success¬
fully in the activities of the regular course.
2. The major objectives of remedial work are to take the student where
he is and to bridge the gap to where he should be as quickly and as
effectively as possible—^more specifically, to ascertain particular needs
of the individual student and to help him to develop the skills that will
inprove the quality of his expression and ^able him to perform college
work successfully.
3. Only 8 per cent of the schools select more than UO per cent of
their freshman enrollment for remedial work. However, a number of factors,
vazying from school to school and from year to year within the same school,
factors not easily suiamarixed or described by the schools, render it im¬
possible to ascertain the coii5)arative validity of cid-teria upon which
selections are made. One such factor is that of class loads of the teaching
staff.
U* Students are selected for such work most frequently on the basis of
their achievement on standardized tests. These are very often used in combi¬
nation witii iirqjromptu themes for placement purposes and later for diagnostic
purposes.
5* Att^dance in remedial work is required, once it has been det^nnined
that the student needs it. The number of periods required ranges from one
to six, with three periods a week representing the practice used to the
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largest extent.
Another fact appears to be that of requiring a student to continue
rei^dial w>rk until a minimam proficiency has been achieved. Sixty-five
per cent of the schools observe this practice.
6, Credit for remedial wark is given in 58 per cent of the colleges,
although in a number of instances it is not accepted toward graduation as
English credit.
7, The overall problems common to most schools appear to Involve (1)
administrative problems, such as schediiling and class loads of the teaching
staff} (2) motivation techniques for getting the student to recognize that
he must conform to the established conventions of spoken and written ex¬
pression} and (3) teaching techniques for helping him to identify his
strengths and weaknesses so that he may direct his learning efforts with
enlightenment.
8, V^ie many techniques are being used, there appears to be a trend
toward remediation through a maxlraum of writing and a minimum of didll on
mechanics, '■^‘o a very large extent the writing is limited to short themes
which are often iji?)roii5)tu. Emphasis is placed upon the use of the con¬
ference for discxission of individual problems, for motivating the student
to assume personal responsibility for his Inprovement, and for preparation
for the second step in the writing technique, that of revision. The pro¬
cedure involved in this technique is first to have the student write, then
to work wilii him in conferoice on his problems, and finally to have him re¬
vise his theme in the light of conference suggestions and proofread his psper.
Vfeerever a problem persists, drill is ajplied to the point of error.
Implications for teaching that are inherent in current practices.—It is
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apparent from this investigation that there are many practices being
followed, involving types of programs, varying objectives, problems, and
techniques. Seme that appear different are similar in fundamental concept;
some that appear to be alike are, because of differences in details of ad¬
ministration, basically unlike. Since each college faces situations which
are unique in some respects, the ideal program will not be one set up apart
from the specific facts of the particular college. However, there are in¬
herent in these practices some basic principles of teaching which have wide
applicability and liiich ^©uld be Incorporated into the ranedial program,
idiatever its form. A few are summarized as follows:
1. The remedial program should be so set up that no stigma is
attached.
2. Hemedlation should be made a part of the regular school program,
with classes scheduled during the regular school hours.
3. Remedial assistance should be extended as long as the Individual
student needs it and can profit from it. Even after leaving the class or
clinic, he should feel that conference time is available and that help will
be willingly extended.
U. Credit should be given for work done in remedial courses. This is
an aid to motivation and to morale, which for the remedial student may be
very low. It is ailso in line with removing any stigma and with incorporating
remediation into the cturriculum.
5. Classes should be kept small so that individual attention will be
possible.
6, It may frequently be advisable not to follow any one plan exclusively
but to utilise several methods at the same time* When large numbers aa?e
at hand in need of help^ special sectioning should be desirable. Where
there are large numbers idio have no chance of surviving in regular classes y
conferences should be utilised, and wherever possible, some type of clinical
service should be made available* Where there are obstinate and complicated
cases, psychological service should be called upon to diagnose and to give
help.
7* Remedial work mtist be concerned with the most fundamental phases of
oral and written expression and must necessarily be progressive in nature,
building carefully and patiently in successive stages. VQiere grammar is
concerned, the stages should be those of solid grounding in the fundamental
grammar of the subject-predicate sentence* However, there should be no
particular emphasis placed on graitmatical terminology or extensive dzdlls
on isolated elements of grammar. Instruction should deal with its material
in context, and, as far as possible, work should endeavor to meet the needs
of the actual student*
8* The materials of the cotirse or laboratory should, as nearly as
possible, be problem-centered, and the student should be able to recognize
them as helpful in the solution of his own pressing problems. They should be
selected with his natural Interests in mind*
9* The purposes of remedial work should be real to the student and
should emphasize the techniques to be used and the skills to be improved*
10* &Q)hasis in remedial English should be upon writing rather than
upon drill upon isolated sentences, for one learns to do id^at he does, or sa
Gray has put it, "Learning to behave in a certain way is brought about by
If the student is to write correctly.behaving in that particular way."^
grammar should not be taught as a separate subject but should be used
solely to assist the student with his own oral and written expression,
11, Since the best time to learn a thing is when one needs it, the
writing laboratory or clinic has maay possibilitiesj for the student can
apply practice at the point of error immediately, and supervision can be
given as the need arises,
12, A final and most inportant in^lication has to do with motivation,
for students must want to in?)rove their IUnglish, or little will result
from i^medial efforts, Ihis has definite implications for the teacher,
for idiatever the structure of the program of individualization, its success
will depend upon the teacher**-her background, her attitude, her resource¬
fulness, In all procedures for reaching through the group to the individual,
there will be a better diance of success if there is conveyed to the student
the feeling that the teacher is syn^athetically aware of his problems and
his efforts, and that she is generally interested in him as a person. She
needs, of course, some understanding of current attenqpts to inwove
instiruments designed for diagnosis of individual needs and should keep
abreast of the trends in practices in remediation. Since remedial teaching
is simply good teaching, any competent teacher who has a sympathetic attitude
toward students and who carefully studies their weaknesses and problems—
whether ^notional or educational—can make some contribution to the remedial
program on any level.
^J, S, Gray, "A Biological View of Behavior Modification," J. Ed, Psy,,
mil (Nov., 1932), 611-620.
Although this report deals with current practices designed to remedy
problems idxich already exist, an important inqpllcation for English teachers
is that they shoiild be aware of the sources of difficulty so that they may
foresee and, wherever possible, prevent difficulties. Indeed, the area of
sources of difficulty is a most lir5)ortant one for further Investigation,
There are mmy approaches to the problem of remedial freshman coiiq}osltion.
In a broad sense all seek to discover the student's difficulties and to focus
instruction systematically upon those revealed. The trend is toward providing
as many opportmities as possible for the student to tise the new and correct
forms, and to give him as little opportunity as possible for the perpetuation
of errors by practicing them. All in all, it is perh^s true that a sdiool's
clear vision of the destination to be reached counts far more than the road
it chooses to take toward that destination.
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A COPY OF THE LETTEE SENT TO PARTICIPATING INSTITUTIONS
Dear Fellow English Teacher:
I am making a study of current practices in the teaching of remedial
freshman composition. I am writing to ask if you will be so kind as to
take a few minutes from a busy day and give me some information regarding
your remedial program. Please feel free to use the spaces pirdvided in
this letter for your answers and for any other information you may see
fit to give. The following questions sxiggest the type of information
I should like to have:
How many students were enrolled in your entering
freshman class?
Of that number how many were placed in remedial
classes?
How were these students selected?
How long must they attend these classes?
How many hotirs a week must they attend?
Do they receive credit for this work? ______
How is your program organized: clinic, workshop, remedial
class, conferences?
What are your objectives?
52
VIhat have you found to be your major problems?
What do you consider your most effective techniques?
Would you please write a brief description of your problems?
I am enclosing an addressed, stamped envelope for your convenience*
I shall greatly appreciate your giving me this information at your
earliest convenience.
Veiry truly yours.
